Enhancing the light absorption in thin film silicon solar cells with nanophotonic and plasmonic structures is important for the realization of high efficiency solar cells with significant cost reduction. In this work, we investigate periodic arrays of conformal metal/silicon nanobowl arrays (MSNBs) for light trapping applications in silicon solar cells. They exhibited excellent lightharvesting ability across a wide range of wavelengths up to infrared regimes. The optimized structure (MSNBsH) covered by SiO 2 passivation layer and hemisphere Ag back reflection layer has a maximal short-circuit density ( sc ) 25.5 mA/cm 2 , which is about 88.8% higher than flat structure counterpart, and the light-conversion efficiency ( ) is increased two times from 6.3% to 12.6%. The double-side textures offer a promising approach to high efficiency ultrathin silicon solar cells.
Introduction
Solar energy is widely considered to be a reasonable solution for the loss of fossil fuels in the coming days. Silicon is always the leading material in commercial solar cells since it is the second most abundant material on earth and provides device reliability. Thin film solar cells have aroused significant interest due to the thickness reduction and low cost. The major disadvantage of thin film cells is the relatively poor absorption of light, particularly in the infrared part of the solar spectrum. Therefore, efficient light trapping structures are required in order to increase the light absorption length in the thin cell.
One approach proposed for achieving absorption enhancement is proper design of nanostructures such as nanocylinders [1] , nanocones [2] [3] [4] , nanodomes [5] , nanosphere [6] [7] [8] [9] , nanobowl [10, 11] , nanopillar [12] , and hemispherical nanopit [13] . For example, silicon nanocylinder arrays were designed and fabricated; total reflectance spectroscopy showed an average reflectivity of only 1.3% for light in the wavelength of 450∼900 nm range [1] . Wang et al. investigated the optical properties of Si nanocones arrays with various heights and diameters [4] . They showed that Si nanocones arrays can strongly interact with the incident light and the absorbance. In addition, silicon nanosphere on a high-index substrate shows narrow-band antireflection properties in the visible spectral range [6] [7] [8] . Gao et al. report a significant reflection reduction over a broadband light spectrum in crystalline silicon via introduction of low aspect-ratio honeycomb nanobowl front surface textures [11] . Yang et al. present the application of a conformal zig-zag nanostructure which shows significant absorption enhancement in the whole amorphous silicon [14] .
Another approach proposed involves the excitation of localized surface plasmons in metal nanostructures [15] including metal nanogratings [16] [17] [18] , metal nanodisk [19] , and metal nanoparticles [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Ag and Au nanoparticles are the most widely used materials due to their surface plasmon resonances located in the visible range. The localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of these metal nanoparticles results in strong light trapping and strongly enhanced near-field electric field distributions around the particle [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In previously reported arrays of silicon nanobowl arrays (SNBs) embedded with metal nanoparticles [31] , the overall absorption loss is high due to serious light-decay in metal nanoparticles, leading to low power conversion efficiency.
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This absorption loss problem has been well addressed by changing metal nanoparticles to hemisphere metal nanobowl shell. We found that a thin metal shell on top of the silicon nanobowl arrays also has effective light trapping ability. The excitation of surface plasmon resonances in metal nanobowl shell can increase the energy transmitted into the silicon layer at the same time. With the huge decrease of metal mass, serious light-decay in metal nanoparticles which cause high light absorption is fixed in MSNBs.
In this paper, we demonstrate that broadband solar absorption enhancement across a wide range of wavelengths up to infrared regimes can be achieved by employing a periodic arrays of conformal metal/silicon nanobowl arrays (MSNBs) design. Such nanophotonic-plasmonic structure can be produced using well-established metal-assisted electroless etching technique [32] [33] [34] . We study the effect of bowl size, metal choice, and hemisphere Ag back reflection for optimizing the light trapping efficiency and solar cell performance.
Simulation Methods
In this work, the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method was applied to calculate the absorption per unit volume in silicon layer from the divergence of the Poynting vector → ,
To calculate the absorption as a function of space and frequency, we only need to know the electric field intensity ( ) and the imaginary part of the permittivity ( ). Both quantities are easy to measure in an FDTD simulation. The number of absorbed photons per unit volume ( ) can be calculated by dividing this value by the energy per photon,
The short-circuit current density sc can directly be calculated from the formula
where is the electron charge and ( ) is the standard spectral photon density of sunlight at the earth's surface air mass of 1.5.
To evaluate the performance of the solar cell, we typically measure the photovoltaic power conversion efficiency,
where AM1.5G is the incident power from the AM1.5G solar model: 100 mW/cm 2 . sc is short-circuit density, oc is open circuit voltage, and FF is fill factor of the solar cell. The minimum mesh space is 1 nm near the metal where the electric field changes rapidly. In this way, the simulation results will be more accurate. A nonabsorbing SiO 2 layer was used with the real part of its refractive index data. The refractive index data and absorption coefficient of Si, SiO 2 , Au, and Ag were obtained from Palik [35] .
Results and Discussion
Figure 2(a) shows the calculated short-current density sc of MSNBs, SNBs, and flat silicon structure as a function of thickness of metal bowl shell . It is observed that larger diameter Au bowl shell ( = 300 nm) with 5 nm thickness has maximum short-current density sc = 23.7 mA/cm 2 , compared to nanobowl array whose maximum sc = 15.7 mA/cm 2 has an enhancement of 50.9%. The simulation results reveal that the structure with larger diameter has higher light absorption efficiency. We found that, under the 400 nm thick silicon layer, the transmission light is still high which will cause solar energy loss in MSNBs structure. Optimized structure of MSNBs covered by SiO 2 passivation layer and hemisphere Ag back reflection layer will fix the problem. Figure 2 (b) exhibits short-current density sc of MSNBsH as a function of diameter of metal bowl . Also SNBs covered by SiO 2 passivation layer and hemisphere Ag back reflection layer and flat silicon structure covered by SiO 2 passivation layer and hemisphere Ag back reflection layer are plotted for comparison. It is shown that sc first increase and then decrease with increasing diameter metal bowl shell . When = 300 nm, Au bowl shell with 5 nm thickness has highest short-current density sc = 28.5 mA/cm 2 . The result indicates that in both MSNBs and MSNBsH structure Au bowl shell has slightly higher short-current density than Ag bowl shell. As we all know, the large refractive index difference could result in high reflection when light moves between media of different refractive indices. The effective refractive index of Au nanobowl arrays changes gradually compared to Ag nanobowl arrays owing to Au having higher refractive index than Ag in the wavelength of visible light. bowl shell is slightly better than Ag bowl shell when the wavelength < 500 nm. The flat silicon structure covered by SiO 2 passivation layer and hemisphere Ag back reflect reflection is also included for comparison which has much lower absorption in whole wavelength. The reflection spectra of MSNBsH are plotted in Figure 3(b) . The MSNBsH array exhibits excellent light trapping property across the whole wavelength range investigated and higher solar absorption than silicon nanobowl arrays over the wavelength range from 700 to 1100 nm. The overall absorption efficiency of optimized MSNBsH array is higher than that of the flat silicon structure, implying a stronger coupling between the incident light and modes supported in the MSNBsH array structure. The absorption enhancement in silicon layer of MSNBsH arrays compared with the flat silicon structure is shown in Figure 3 (c). The enhancement rate is almost smooth when < 500 nm, due to the excellent light trapping property and low light reflection effect of MSNBsH, while in infrared wavelength multiple sharp peaks appear as various kinds of optical resonances.
In order to understand the full optical performance of the MSNBsH array, the carrier generation rates in silicon layer weighted by solar spectrum calculated by the FDTD simulations are shown in Figures 4(a)-4 Au/Ag bowl shell with diameter = 300 nm, high carrier generation rates in almost whole photoactive silicon layer are observed in Figures 4(c) and 4(d) . Comparing with silicon nanobowl arrays with SiO 2 passivation layer and hemisphere Ag back reflector in Figure 4(b) , the excitation of surface plasmon resonances in metal nanobowl shell can increase the energy transmitted into the silicon layer. The localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of these metal hemisphere shells results in strong light trapping and a strongly enhanced near-field electric field distribution in the Au/Ag shell. What is more, the infrared incident sunlight was reflected between metal nanobowl shell and metal hemisphere Ag back reflection layer, redirecting light absorption into the cell and potentially coupling into waveguide modes of the device. The unique light trapping geometries described here can couple light preferentially into the silicon film. Therefore the path length of the incident light and the waveguide modes in MSNBsH structure are both increased [36] .
In optical design, we assume that the internal quantum efficiency IQE = 100%,while there are several kinds of carrier losses such as Auger and bimolecular radiative recombinations that should be considered on the design of thin film solar cells. To understand the effect of enhanced solar absorption on photovoltaic devices, we conduct solar cells optoelectronic simulation [37] . Here, the carrier transport process is based on the carrier generation rates calculated from optical simulation shown in Figure 4 (Table 1 ). All the diameter of hemisphere Ag back reflection layer = 300 nm. Figure 5 (b) shows the current-voltage (I-V) simulation results of different optimized structure-based devices under AM1.5G solar spectrum illumination. Compared to flat silicon structure, 5 nm thick Au bowl shell with diameter = 300 nm exhibits an 88.8% increase in short-circuit density ( sc ) from 13.5 mA/cm 2 to 25.5 mA/cm 2 , 5% increase of open circuit voltage ( oc ), and significantly increased light-conversion efficiency ( ) from 6.3% to 12.6% in Figure 5 (c).
Conclusions
In summary, we have proposed periodic arrays of conformal metal/silicon nanobowl arrays (MSNBs) and MSNBs covered by SiO 2 passivation layer and hemisphere Ag back reflection layer (MSNBsH) for light trapping applications in thin silicon solar cells. Such metal/silicon nanobowl arrays exhibited excellent light-harvesting capability across a wide range of wavelengths up to infrared regimes. The analysis reveals that the efficient solar absorption is due to the effective optical coupling between the silicon nanobowl arrays and the incident sunlight and enhanced optical resonances between metal nanobowl shell and the back hemisphere Ag back The blue curve is the typical I-V curve for structure with Au/SNBsH structure which has highest short-circuit density and power conversion efficiency. The pink curve is for structure with Ag/SNBsH structure which has highest short-circuit density and power conversion efficiency. The red curve is the SNBs structure with hemisphere Ag back reflector and the black one is the 1000 nm flat silicon structure with hemisphere Ag back reflector for comparison.
reflection layer, especially the electric field intensity enhancement around metal bowl shell due to the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). The optimized structure yields a short-circuit density ( sc ) up to 25.5 mA/cm 2 , which is about 88.8% higher than flat silicon structure counterpart, and the light-conversion efficiency ( ) is increased two times from 6.3% to 12.6%. We found that both Au and Ag lead to really similar light trapping ability, but Au has a better performance in both optical and electrical stimulation. We suggest that such metal/silicon nanobowl array design provides a promising strategy in conversion efficiency improvement and cost reduction for thin silicon solar cells.
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